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Introduction

Cortical auditory evoked potentials (CAEPs) tests are neural
bioelectrical responses that occur from acoustic stimulations,
and they evaluate the functionality of the central auditory

system. These potentials are characterized by the components
P1, N1, P2, N2 and P3a,which are related to the perception and
recognition of the acoustic and temporal characteristics of the
auditory stimulus and represent a passive and automatic pre-
attentional response of the auditory system.1,2
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Abstract Introduction Cortical auditory evoked potentials (CAEPs) are bioelectric responses
that occur from acoustic stimulations, and they assess the functionality of the central
auditory system.
Objective The objective of the present study was to analyze the effect of musical
stimulation on CAEPs.
Methods The sample consisted of 42 healthy female subjects, aged between 18 and
24 years, divided into two groups – G1: without musical stimulation prior to the CAEP
examination; and G2: with stimulation prior to the examination. In both groups, as a
pre-collection procedure, the complete basic audiological evaluation was performed.
For the musical stimulation performed in G2, we used an MP4 player programmed to
play Pachelbel’s “Canon in D Major” for five minutes prior to the CAEP examination. To
analyze the effect on the groups, the ear side and the ide–group interaction , a mixed
analysis of variance (ANOVA) of repeated measures was performed. Box M test and
Mauchly sphericity test were also performed.
Results Test differences were considered statistically significant when the p-value
was < 0.05 (5%). Thus, it was possible to observe that there was a statistically
significant difference of the P2 component characterized by the decrease in the
amplitude of response in the left ear in G2 when comparing the responses of CAEP with
and without prior musical stimulation.
Conclusion The result of the present study enabled us to conclude that there was a
change in the response of CAEPs with musical stimulation.
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Studies on perception based on behavioral and neural infor-
mation state that sensory systems are able to unconsciously
analyze the characteristics of the stimuli and to differentiate
deviant characteristics across stimuli.3 Auditory perception
occurs through the activation of the reticular formation, the
lemniscus, the inferior colliculus, the thalamus and the primary,
frontal, central-parietal, temporal and supratemporal cortexes,
which are neural structures involved in the CAEP response.2

Specifically, the response of the P2 component is linked to
the discrimination of the acoustic characteristics of the
stimulus. P2 amplitude is greater in peoplewho have contact
with music or specific musical training due to the sophisti-
cation of the perception of the acoustic characteristics.4–6

Many scientists are focused on researches that seek to high-
light the advantages andbenefits of auditory pathway stimula-
tionwithmusical stimuli associatedwith auditory training.7–9

Recent studies report that there is a possibility of combin-
ing harmonious, rhythmic and melodic stimuli to positively
influence the modulation of brain activity, which can be
measured by CAEPs.10,11

Examining the Brazilian literature, we found a study that
sought to understand the action of the various musical types
and their velocities during the capture of auditory evoked
potentials (AEPs) through cognitive tasks in healthy women.
According to this study, the stimulus velocity did not influence
the values of the AEP components. However, prior musical
stimulation was a facilitating agent for the test, since the
participants showedbetter attentionduring its performance.12

The objective of the present study was to understand the
effectsofpriormusicalstimulationonCAEPs,sincetheyremain
imprecise. In this sense, theknowledge of the action ofmusical
stimuli on the central auditory cortex is extremely important
for thedevelopmentofourevaluationandtreatmentproposals.

Thus, the present study aimed to analyze the effect of
musical stimulation on CAEPs.

Method

This is a cross-sectional study with a quantitative outlining,
of analytical type, performed with the approval of the
Research Ethics Committee of one of our institutions, under
number 419/2012.

The study consisted of 42 healthy female subjects aged
between 18 and 24 years. The sample was divided into two
groups of 21 participants each: group 1 (G1), with the
examination of CAEPs without prior musical stimulation;
and group 2 (G2), with the examination of CAEPs with
musical stimulation prior to the examination.

The exclusion criteria for the composition of the sample
were: external and/or middle ear alterations, hearing loss
and neurological disorders. The following pre-collection
procedures were performed to evaluate auditory thresholds:
audiological anamnesis, immittance audiometry and pure
tone audiometry (air conduction headphones and a bone
conduction vibrator were used).

The normal parameters considered in the auditory eva-
luations were: pure tone audiometry in the frequencies
between 250 and 8,000 Hz with air conduction headphones

and between 500 and 4,000 Hz with the bone conduction
vibrator (with thresholds of� 25 dBwith air conduction and
� 15 dB with bone conduction), immittance audiometry
with type A curve tympanogram, indicating normal mobility
of the tympano-ossicular system and presence of ipsi and
contralateral reflexes.13,14

Data collection was performed in a quiet and electrically-
protected room, at a temperature between 21 and 25°C and
humidity between 50 and 60%. During the CAEP tests for G1
and G2, the participants were instructed to remain alert by
watching a video (without sound) to distract themselves and
not direct their attention to the sound stimulus that was
presented in an oddball paradigm (a rare stimulus randomly
presented to the standard stimulus). The task performed
during this examination was passive listening of the sound.

For CAEP acquisition, the Bio-logic Auditory Evoked
Potential (AEP) software (Natus Medical Incorporated, Plea-
santon, CA, US) was used, with five disposable electrodes
positioned at Fz and Cz in reference to the right lobe (A2) and
left lobe (A1) alternately and ground at Fpz, using the 2
recording channels of the equipment and the following
parameters: filter between 0.5 and 30 Hz, monaural stimu-
lation (burst tones with 10-ms plateau and 5-ms rise/fall),
with a frequency of 750 Hz for the standard stimulus and
1,000 Hz for rare stimulus, with a 20% probability, interval
between stimuli of 1.1 ms, intensity of 70 dB NA, analysis
time of 500 ms, amplification of 100x, alternating polarity,
and number of samples of 200 stimuli.13

For the final analysis of the results, the records obtained at
Cz were used, because in this region the records had better
wave morphology when compared to the records obtained in
Fz.

The latencies and amplitudes of the N1, P2 and N2 waves
were marked following the appearance of the first three
waves, in the highest peak, sequentially, in the negative-
positive-negative polarities respectively, between 60 and
300 ms, in relation to tracing replication.15 As for the P3a
component, its latency was marked between 220 and 350
ms.16 The P3b component was not analyzed in the present
study. The P3a is one of the components of CAEP related to
the processes of early warning and auditory sensory proces-
sing, which occurs automatically in response to the percep-
tion of the stimulus difference, regardless of the individual’s
active attention to the stimulus sequence.17

For the musical stimulation performed in G2, an MP4
player was used, which was programmed to play Pachelbel’s
“Canon in D Major”, with an intensity between 60 and 80 dB
for 5 minutes prior to CAEP testing.

The tests lasted � 50 minutes for both groups. As a
standard to maintain a quality examination, for the volun-
teers who presented myogenic interference, positional
changes were suggested, and the examination was repeated
when necessary.

Data were described through mean and standard devia-
tion (SD). The normality distribution was verified through
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, and the homogeneity through
the Levene test. Mixed Anova of repeated measures was
used to analyze the effect on the groups, the ear side and the
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side–group interaction. The Box M test was used to verify
whether the covariance matrices of the observed dependent
variables were the same for both groups, and the Mauchly
sphericity test was used to test the sphericity hypothesis. In
the case of rejection of the sphericity hypothesis, the ana-
lyses were based on the Greenhouse-Geisser multivariate
test. Peer-to-peer comparisons were performed using the
Bonferroni Post-Hoc test. The level of significance was set at
p < 0.05.

Results

Considering that theremaybedifferencesbetween theleft and
right sides, ►Table 1 explored the relationship between the
groups and the ear side. In G1, a significant difference was
observed between the left and right sides for the amplitude

values (P2 AMP), but between G1 and G2, the difference in P2
AMPwas observed onlyon the left side. Although therewas no
interaction observed between ear side and group for P2 AMP,
the results suggest that the presence of music has a greater
impact on the left side, because the differencebetween the left
and right sides ceases to exist in the presence ofmusic.►Fig. 1

presents the mean and 95% confidence intervals (95%CIs) for
P2 AMP values for G1 and G2 on the left and right sides.

Discussion

According to the data obtained in the comparison between
G1 and G2, there was a decrease in the amplitude of the P2
component in the left ear after the musical stimulation.

The P2 component is a marker component of auditory
discrimination and correlated processes related to the

Table 1 Comparison of cortical auditory evoked potential measurements between G1 and G2 for the right and left sides

Left Side Right Side Side Side–group
interaction

Variable Group Mean SD Mean SD p p

LATN1 G1 97.6 13.7 98.3 9.7 0.836 0.667

G2 102.4 17.1 101.0 16.9 0.689

Group P 0.315 0.534

N1AMP G1 –4.7 1.8 –4.8 1.8 0.784 0.308

G2 –4.2 1.9 –4.8 1.8 0.090

Group P 0.387 0.971

P2LAT G1 175.4 26.7 169.9 29.8 0.357 0.795

G2 177.7 35.0 170.0 29.9 0.201

Group P 0.818 0.996

P2AMP G1 2.9 2.1 2.2 2.0 0.026� 0.098

G2 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 0.929

Group P 0.043� 0.352

N2LAT G1 227.4 35.6 221.6 37.8 0.545 0.856

G2 228.5 48.0 220.3 35.5 0.390

Group P 0.931 0.910

N2AMP G1 –1.3 1.2 –1.8 2.0 0.229 0.968

G2 –1.6 1.3 –2.1 1.6 0.208

Group P 0.439 0.571

P3LAT G1 282.1 32.2 289.0 32.5 0.451 0.850

G2 295.1 49.4 299.6 45.6 0.626

Group P 0.317 0.393

P3AMP G1 1.9 2.2 2.0 1.8 0.787 0.772

G2 2.1 1.4 2.4 1.0 0.498

Group P 0.773 0.441

N2 P3AMP G1 –3.3 2.7 –3.7 3.5 0.500 0.584

G2 –3.7 2.3 –4.5 1.9 0.152

Group P 0.607 0.335

Abbreviations: AMP, amplitude; G1,group 1, without music; G2, group 2, with music; LAT, latency; SD, standard deviation.
Note: �p � 0.05 for the Bonferroni Post-Hoc test.
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perception of distinct acoustic characteristics among the
stimuli.18 Musical assimilation is linked to this component
due to the fact that the source is the superior temporal cortex,
more specifically the primary auditory cortex, which is
responsible for the perception of duration, intensity and
timbre.1,2,19,20

The amplitude of the P2 wave corresponds to the volume
of electrical activity that travels during the processing of the
acoustic characteristics in the cortex, and is formed accord-
ing to the level of concentration of the subject. Musical
stimulation may have produced increased levels of alertness
and concentration among the subjects in the responses to the
musical stimulus. And consequently, a decrease in the pre-
attentional automatic hearing responses may be related to
the auditory discrimination of the auditory stimulus used in
testing the CAEP.

In the other components of the CAEP (N1, N2 and P3a), no
effect of musical stimulationwas observed, possibly because
the auditory components originate from distinct neural
generators and assume different functions in the auditory
response processing. The N1 reflects the detection of char-
acteristics and acoustic changes; the N2 is a mixed compo-
nent, for it reflects the physical discrimination of the acoustic
characteristics of the stimulus and is related to the passive
and automatic pre-attentional response that precedes the
stimulus; and the P3a reflects an alert process when invo-
luntary attention is redirected to unexpected events result-
ing from the detection of the deviant stimulus.1,2,17,19

The results showed significant differences between the
ears. Following a structural model, we can explain that the
auditory information of the left ear is processed in the right
hemisphere, concerning the non-verbal characteristics
related to music and to tonal stimuli used in CAEP testing.
Such an explanation justifies the difference in amplitude in
the opposite hemisphere in both groups.21,22

In addition, the automatic response of the processing of
acoustic stimuli and the involuntary perception of the pre-
sence of one stimulus among others can suffer the effects of a
conditioning of the response and loss of “attention.”23,24

Such behavior is consistent with a decrease in the amplitudes
of the CAEP components, especially the P2, generated by the
depolarization of a group of neurons in specific regions of the
brain.25

Greater control of the duration of the stimuli, separated
by short intervals, can insure more reliable measures
and enable the investigation of this behavior in future
studies.

In addition, some studies relate attentional abilities with
characteristics related to the rhythmof the auditory stimulus
during musical listening.26 Recently, a study showed that
there was a significant correlation between the auditory and
cortical systems when simple acoustic stimuli were pre-
sented, and, therefore, corroborated our study.6

Conclusion

The result of the present study allowed us to conclude that
there was a change in the CAEPs response with prior musical
stimulation in the female population.
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The research was performed at Center for Education and
Health Studies, Department of Speech Therapy and
Audiology, Faculty of Philosophy and Science, Universi-
dade Estadual Paulista “Júlio de Mesquita Filho” (Unesp),
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The paper was presented at the 30th International Meet-
ing in Audiology, held in the city of Bauru (SP), between
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